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found to fluctuate around 0.62 electrons per Å3, which can be directly
converted to a mass density of 2.0 g cm23. As expected, this density is
slightly higher than the tabulated value24 of 1.92 g cm23 for human
adult cortical bone, which is an average over volumes much larger
than our reconstruction voxel, thus including Haversian canals,
osteocyte lacunae and other low-density regions. The uncertainty of
the density within a reconstruction voxel of about 0.04 electrons per
Å3 is found by computing the standard deviation of the density in the
empty space surrounding the sample. This error can be reduced using
the statistics of larger regions of interest. For instance, Fig. 4d presents
histograms of the voxel values in two (1 mm)3 boxes shown in red and
blue in Fig. 4a and b. Whereas the width of these distributions is
consistent with the voxel variance, the position of the peaks can be
determined with much higher precision. At a 1-mm scale, we find that
relative variations of less than 0.2% in electron density can be mea-
sured, which corresponds to about 5 mg cm23 in mass density. Such
high precision could be invaluable to define or refine absolute
standards for the diagnostic of diseases affecting bone tissues.

The most common 3D CDI reconstruction scheme considered up to
now was inspired from crystallography and involved carrying out
phase retrieval directly in 3D space25,26. This approach however is
limited to samples that have been completely isolated and to the weak
scattering regime (that is, where the first Born approximation is valid).

With a sample placed directly on a holder and no membrane obstruct-
ing any range of projection angles, and with X-ray phase shifts up
to nearly 4p, our results clearly show that ptychographic X-ray
computed tomography has a much wider field of application. The
current limitations of our tomography method are technical rather
than fundamental. Like most hard X-ray imaging techniques, our
method demands little sample preparation. The sample used in this
work was made vacuum-compatible only to be imaged also by a scan-
ning electron microscope. For the present results, resolution is mostly
flux-limited, that is, it depends on decreasing photon counts at larger
scattering angles. Ultimately, resolution is limited by radiation
damage, mechanical instabilities and imprecision in the relative posi-
tioning of pinhole and sample, which may create weak distortions in
the projections and thus have a detrimental effect on the subsequent
tomographic reconstruction. With a total of 2 3 1011 incident
photons, about 1.1 3 109 per projection, the total radiation dose on
the sample is evaluated to be about 2 MGy (11.4 kGy per projection),
much less than the feature-destroying limit for a resolution of 150 nm
(ref. 27). Data acquisition for this exploratory study was about 40 h.
Since then, acquisition times at the same instrument have been
reduced by approximately a factor of five and will ultimately be
limited by the coherent flux of the source and the dead time of
various hardware components. Carrying out the same experiment at
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Figure 3 | 3D rendering of the tomographic
reconstruction. a,Volume rendering with the
bone matrix in translucent colours to show
osteocyte lacunae (L) and the connecting canaliculi
(C). b, Isosurface rendering of the lacuno-
canalicular network obtained by segmenting the
corresponding peak in the density on histogram
shown in Fig. 4c. Morphological analysis of
tomographic reconstructions is most often based
on this type of segmentation, which is independent
of the absolute scale of the density. Long edges of
3D scale bars, 5mm.
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Figure 4 | Result of tomographic phase
reconstruction. a, Cut parallel to the rotation axis
through the reconstructed volume. The phase
values have been converted to quantitative electron
density ne (linear greyscale). The labelled structures
are air (A), bone matrix (B), canaliculi (C), gallium
coating (G), which is a result of focused ion beam
preparation, and osteocyte lacuna (L). b, Cut
perpendicular to the rotation axis. The two large
dark areas are osteocyte lacunae, and small dark
dots are sections through individual canaliculi. The
slight variations in the shades of grey in a and
b indicate inhomogeneity in the bone density at the
submicrometre scale. c, Histogram of electron
density values in the reconstructed volume (500
equally sized bins for ne values between 20.2 and
1.3 Å23). The labels correspond to the ones in panel
a and indicate the grey values that can be associated
with the aforementioned features. d, Comparison
of the bone peak (label B) of the histogram for two
cubic sub-volumes of 1mm3, indicated by the red
and blue boxes in a and b. At the micrometre scale,
the detection threshold of density fluctuations is
slightly less than 0.001 Å23 or about 0.2% of the
mean bone density. Scale bars in a and b, 5mm.
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  Surface of constant charge density difference in Cu2O.  
  Total measured charge density minus calculated spherical ions on lattice sites.  If cuprite were purely ionic (Cu
+O- -) this picture would be blank.  Blue is less charge than MCDF ions (making "holes" in the shape of dz^2 
orbitals), red is more. Coppers form FCC lattice. Image shows deviations from textbook ionic bonding, e.g dz^2 
hole, covalent metal-metal bonding.   0.22 electrons of charge move from the hole into this bond.  
Copper-copper bonds seen experimentally are not predicted by  FLAPW/LDA theory. 
        Results are accurate enough to distinguish between many-e approxs (LDA, GGA). 
((
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Quantum superposition lies at the heart of quantum mechanics
and gives rise to many of its paradoxes. Superposition of de
Broglie matter waves1 has been observed for massive particles
such as electrons2, atoms and dimers3, small van der Waals
clusters4, and neutrons5. But matter wave interferometry with
larger objects has remained experimentally challenging, despite
the development of powerful atom interferometric techniques for
experiments in fundamental quantum mechanics, metrology and
lithography6. Here we report the observation of de Broglie wave
interference of C60 molecules by diffraction at a material absorp-
tion grating. This molecule is the most massive and complex
object in which wave behaviour has been observed. Of particular
interest is the fact that C60 is almost a classical body, because of its
many excited internal degrees of freedom and their possible
couplings to the environment. Such couplings are essential for
the appearance of decoherence7,8, suggesting that interference
experiments with large molecules should facilitate detailed
studies of this process.

When considering de Broglie wave phenomena of larger and
more complex objects than atoms, fullerenes come to mind as
suitable candidates. After their discovery9 and the subsequent
invention of efficient mass-production methods10, they became
easily available. In our experiment (see Fig. 1) we use commercial,
99.5% pure, C60 fullerenes (Dynamic Enterprises Ltd, Twyford, UK)
which were sublimated in an oven at temperatures between 900 and
1,000 K. The emerging molecular beam passed through two
collimation slits, each about 10 !m wide, separated by a distance
of 1.04 m. Then it traversed a free-standing nanofabricated SiNx

grating11 consisting of nominally 50-nm-wide slits with a 100-nm
period.

At a further distance of 1.25 m behind the diffraction grating, the
interference pattern was observed using a spatially resolving detec-
tor. It consisted of a beam from a visible argon-ion laser (24 W all
lines), focused to a gaussian waist of 8 !m width (this is the size
required for the light intensity to drop to 1/e2 of that in the centre of
the beam). The light beam was directed vertically, parallel both to
the lines of the diffraction grating and to the collimation slits. By
using a suitable mirror assembly, the focus could be scanned with
micrometre resolution across the interference pattern. The
absorbed light then ionized the C60 fullerenes via heating and
subsequent thermal emission of electrons12. The detection region

was found to be smaller than 1 mm in height, consistent with a full
Rayleigh length of 800 !m and the strong power dependence of this
ionization process. A significant advantage of the thermionic
mechanism is that it does not detect any of the residual gases
present in the vacuum chamber. We could thus achieve dark count
rates of less than one per second even under moderately high
vacuum conditions (5 " 10 # 7 mbar). The fullerene ions were
then focused by an optimized ion lens system, and accelerated to
a BeCu conversion electrode at −9 kV where they induced the
emission of electrons which were subsequently amplified by a
Channeltron detector.

Alignment is a crucial part of this experiment. In order to be able
to find the beam in the first place, our collimation apertures are
movable piezo slits that can be opened from 0 to 60 !m (in the case
of the first slit) and from 0 to 200 !m (for the second slit). The
vacuum chamber is rigidly mounted on an optical table together
with the ionizing laser, in order to minimize spatial drifts.

The effect of gravity also had to be considered in our set-up. For
the most probable velocity (220 m s−1), the fullerenes fall by 0.7 mm
while traversing the apparatus. This imposes a constraint on the
maximum tilt that the grating may have with respect to gravity. As a
typical diffraction angle into the first-order maximum is 25 !rad,
one can tolerate a tilt angle of (at most) about one mrad before
molecules start falling from one diffraction order into the trajectory
of a neighbouring order of a different velocity class. The
experimental curves start to become asymmetric as soon as the
grating tilt deviates by more than 500 !rad from its optimum
vertical orientation.

The interference pattern of Fig. 2a clearly exhibits the central
maximum and the first-order diffraction peaks. The minima
between zeroth and first orders are well developed, and are due to
destructive interference of C60 de Broglie waves passing through
neighbouring slits of the grating. For comparison, we show in Fig. 2b
the profile of the undiffracted collimated beam. The velocity
distribution has been measured independently by a time-of-flight
method; it can be well fitted by f !v" # v3exp! # !v # v0"2=v2

m", with
v0 # 166 m s # 1 and vm # 92 m s # 1 as expected for a transition
between a maxwellian effusive beam and a supersonic beam13. The
most probable velocity was v # 220 m s # 1, corresponding to a de
Broglie wavelength of 2.5 pm. The full-width at half-maximum was
as broad as 60%, resulting in a longitudinal coherence length of
about 5 pm.

The essential features of the interference pattern can be under-
stood using standard Kirchhoff diffraction theory14 for a grating
with a period of 100 nm, by taking into account both the finite
width of the collimation and the experimentally determined veloc-
ity distribution. The parameters in the fit were the width of the
collimation, the gap width s0 of a single slit opening, the effective
beam width of the detection laser and an overall scaling factor. This
model, assuming all grating slits to be perfect and identical,
reproduces very well the central peak of the interference pattern
shown in Fig. 2a, but does not fit the ‘wings’ of this pattern.

Agreement with the experimental data, including the ‘wings’ in
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Figure 1 Diagram of the experimental set-up (not to scale). Hot, neutral C60 molecules
leave the oven through a nozzle of 0:33 mm " 1:3 mm " 0:25 mm
(width " height " depth), pass through two collimating slits of 0:01 mm " 5 mm
(width " height) separated by 1.04 m, traverse a SiNx grating (period 100 nm) 0.1 m after
the second slit, and are detected via thermal ionization by a laser 1.25 m behind the
grating. The ions are then accelerated and directed towards a conversion electrode. The
ejected electrons are subsequently counted by a Channeltron electron multiplier. The
laser focus can be reproducibly scanned transversely to the beam with 1-!m resolution.
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Fig. 2a, can be achieved by allowing for a gaussian variation of the
slit widths over the grating, with a mean open gap width centred at
s0 ! 38 nm with a full-width at half-maximum of 18 nm. That best-
fit value for the most probable open gap width s0 is significantly
smaller than the 55 ! 5 nm specified by the manufacturer (T. A.
Savas and H. Smith, personal communication). This trend is
consistent with results obtained in the diffraction of noble gases
and He clusters, where the apparently narrower slit was interpreted
as being due to the influence of the van der Waals interaction with
the SiNx grating during the passage of the molecules15. This effect is
expected to be even more pronounced for C60 molecules owing to
their larger polarizability. The width of the distribution seems also
justified in the light of previous experiments with similar gratings:
both the manufacturing process and adsorbents could account
for this fact (ref. 16, and T. A. Savras and H. Smith, personal
communication). Recently, we also observed interference of C70

molecules.
Observation of quantum interference with fullerenes is interest-

ing for various reasons. First, the agreement between our measured
and calculated interference contrast suggests that not only the
highly symmetric, isotopically pure 12C60 molecules contribute to
the interference pattern but also the less symmetric isotopomeric
variants 12C59

13C and 12C58
13C2 which occur with a total natural

abundance of about 50%. If only the isotopically pure 12C60

molecules contributed to the interference, we would observe a
much larger background.

Second, we emphasize that for calculating the de Broglie wave-
length, l ! h=Mv, we have to use the complete mass M of the object.
Thus, each C60 molecule acts as a whole undivided particle during its
centre-of-mass propagation.

Last, the rather high temperature of the C60 molecules implies
broad distributions, both of their kinetic energy and of their internal
energies. Our good quantitative agreement between experiment and
theory indicates that the latter do not influence the observed
coherence. All these observations support the view that each C60

molecule interferes with itself only.

In quantum interference experiments, coherent superposition
only arises if no information whatsoever can be obtained, even in
principle, about which path the interfering particle took. Interac-
tion with the environment could therefore lead to decoherence. We
now analyse why decoherence has not occurred in our experiment
and how modifications of our experiment could allow studies of
decoherence using the rich internal structure of fullerenes.

In an experiment of the kind reported here, ‘which-path’ infor-
mation could be given by the molecules in scattering or emission
processes, resulting in entanglement with the environment and a
loss of interference. Among all possible processes, the following are
the most relevant: decay of vibrational excitations via emission of
infrared radiation, emission or absorption of thermal blackbody
radiation over a continuous spectrum, Rayleigh scattering, and
collisions.

When considering these effects, one should keep in mind that
only those scattering processes which allow us to determine the path
of a C60 molecule will completely destroy in a single event the
interference between paths through neighbouring slits. This
requires l p d; that is, the wavelength l of the incident or emitted
radiation has to be smaller than the distance d between neighbour-
ing slits, which amounts to 100 nm in our experiment. When this
condition is not fulfilled decoherence is however also possible via
multi-photon scattering7,8,17.

At T ! 900 K, as in our experiment, each C60 molecule has on
average a total vibrational energy of Ev ! 7 eV (ref. 18) stored in 174
vibrational modes, four of which may emit infrared radiation at
lvib ! 7–19 "m (ref. 10) each with an Einstein coefficient of
Ak ! 100 s # 1 (ref. 18). During its time of flight from the grating
towards the detector (t ! 6 ms) a C60 molecule may thus emit on
average 2–3 such photons.

In addition, hot C60 has been observed19 to emit continuous
blackbody radiation, in agreement with Planck’s law, with a mea-
sured integrated emissivity of e ! 4:5 " ! 2:0# $ 10 # 5 (ref. 18). For
a typical value of T ! 900 K, the average energy emitted during the
time of flight can then be estimated as only Ebb ! 0:1 eV. This
corresponds to the emission of (for example) a single photon at
l ! 10 "m. Absorption of blackbody radiation has an even smaller
influence as the environment is at a lower temperature than the
molecule. Finally, since the mean free path for neutral C60 exceeds
100 m in our experiment, collisions with background molecules can
be neglected.

As shown above, the wavelengths involved are too large for single
photon decoherence. Also, the scattering rates are far too small to
induce sufficient phase diffusion. This explains the decoupling of
internal and external degrees of freedom, and the persistence of
interference in our present experiment.

A variety of unusual decoherence experiments would be possible
in a future extension of the experiment, using a large-area inter-
ferometer. A three-grating Mach–Zehnder interferometer6 seems to
be a particularly favourable choice, since for a grating separation of
up to 1 m we will have a molecular beam separation of up to 30 "m,
much larger than the wavelength of a typical thermal photon. In this
case, the environment obtains ‘which-path’ information even
through a single thermal photon, and the interference contrast
should thus be completely destroyed. The parameters that could be
controlled continuously in such an experiment would then be the
internal temperature of the fullerenes, the temperature of the
environment, the intensity and frequency of external laser radiation,
the interferometer size, and the background pressure of various
gases.

An improved interferometer could have other applications. For
example, in contrast to previous atom-optical experiments20–22

which were limited to the interaction with only a few lines in the
whole spectrum, interferometry with fullerenes would enable us to
study these naturally occurring and ubiquitous thermal processes
and wavelength-dependent decoherence mechanisms for (we
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Figure 2 Interference pattern produced by C60 molecules. a, Experimental recording
(open circles) and fit using Kirchhoff diffraction theory (continuous line). The expected
zeroth and first-order maxima can be clearly seen. Details of the theory are discussed in
the text. b, The molecular beam profile without the grating in the path of the molecules.
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Allows study of irreversible processes 
in fully hydrated biomolecules 

Liquid cone enhances flow alignment 
(from HPLC syringe pump) 
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Weierstall, Doak, Spence Rev Sci Instr. (2012) 

Av = const 
Gas accelerates liquid 
Making cone as shown. 
Higher pressure for smaller droplets 

Gas focusing  prevents clogging - get submicron droplets from a 15 micron nozzle 
Absence of fields (electrospray) prevents charge artifacts on proteins. 
Liquid feed ! No goniometer ! 

Our Liquid jet  uses gas focusing to make a micron jet from bigger nozzle.. 

LCLS Rep Rate  ~100 Hz 
Droplet frequency 1 MHz.  v = 10 m/s 
Droplet diam  1 micron 
LCLS beam diam 1 micron. 
Flow rate F= 10 microL per minute. v = F/A 
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Uwe Weierstall: Triggered Rayleigh jet 

Spence, Doak, Phys Rev  Letts. 92, 198102 (2004).!
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Agilent, Medical     Rayleigh 1890 
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Fig. S3 
Quality of the molecular replacement map. The region around Leu15 in the turkey egg 
white lysozyme model (blue carbon atoms) is shown. In the actual hen egg white 
lysozyme structure obtained of the presented SFX data, this is a histidine (white carbon 
atoms). Both the 2mFobs-DFcalc (blue, 1.5 $) and Fobs-DFcalc (green, +/- 3 $) maps (10) 
clearly show the difference between the search model and the actual structure obtained 
from the SFX data. 
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Glyco moiety at 216th residue!!
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Cathepsin B (enzyme)  9 kV 
Feb 2011. LCLS 
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Pump laser and XFEL on jet - exploding nanoxtals 

pump laser:
532nm, 
7ns pulse, 10 
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focused to 100 
micron spot, 
fiber coupled, 
  
Time delay 
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X-ray pulse and 
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Pump-probe experiments are possible with the liquid jet. PSI-ferre. 

To observe undocking of ferredoxin from PSI, excite nanoxtal  10 microseconds before XRD snapshot 
Travelling at 10 m/s, nanoxtals go 100 microns, less than width of 400nm doubled Jedai fs beam 
Flow rate 10 microliters/min. 
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Like sunlight on a leaf….snapshots of the excited state density 
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Time-resolved pump-probe XRD of  ferredoxin undocking from PSI 

Ferre 

Snapshot structure factors measured for 3 delays between pump laser and 70 fs X-ray pulse.  Pump laser  
causes electron transfer, which causes undocking. Then entire xtal falls apart (but not the mol). Small change 
in lattice constants consistent with 3deg temp change,  up to 10 microsecs, indicating no serious damage. 

Frame 2 

Frame 1 

Pump X-rays 
Repeat 

Delay Time 

Electron transfer causes undocking. Ferre is 
responsible for entire redox regulation in plants. 
PSI-ferre solved by Fromme at 3.8 A -3KCD 
 

Any LCLS damage 
effect is the same for all.  Irreversible changes 

 

219,960(frames(at(5(microsec(of(which(7%(indexable(

could be indexed successfully [29], as shown in Table 1, we did not collect the 
estimated 40,000 indexable diffraction patterns for each time delay required to 
extract structure factors by performing a Monte Carlo angular integration 
across each rocking curve [30], which would have enabled the calculation of 
electron density maps.  Instead, we evaluated the data by assembling “virtual 
powder diffraction patterns”. In this method, the total scattered intensity from 
all crystals with 3 or more peaks is plotted as a function of scattering angle 
(momentum transfer) |K| = 1/d = 2 sin " / #, where 2" is the scattering angle, # 
the X-ray wavelength and d is the crystallographic "d-spacing" spatial 
frequency. The partial reflection intensity was determined for each Bragg 
peak.  This was performed on a frame-by-frame basis using individually 
measured value of # for each frame, in order to account for the shot-to-shot 
wavelength variation inherent to the self-amplified stimulated emission 
(SASE) process of the LCLS. Summing intensities at each momentum transfer 
produced “virtual” powder diffraction patterns at each time delay (as opposed 
to conventional powder diffraction where data are collected in parallel, each 
crystal is exposed to X-rays one by one). We note that summation of 
individual crystal diffraction patterns enables better removal of systematic 
background than conventional powder diffraction methods.  

 
Fig. 3 (a) The 1D virtual powder patterns for the ground state and two positive time delays for 
PSI-fd co-crystals. The intensities were linearly scaled to minimize the signal difference 
between for the different excited delays to the ground state.  The powder patterns show the 
average number of photons scattered per crystal hit with in a histogram bin size of q = 0.005 
nm-1.  The area under the curve corresponds to 393.3, 406.6, and 378.1 average diffracted 

Scaled(to(minimize(RMS(difference(between(virtual(powders((

Takes(CO2(to(sugar(

2(kV.((3(mJ(((70fs(avoids(damage(
Structural(change(
consistent(with(spectros.(

coPxtal(dissolving(reduces(Braggs((

A.(Aquila(et(al(OpBcs(Express(2011(



Milestones(
(

4.(Single(ParBcle(Imaging.(



Mimivirus diffraction from LCLS reconstructs in 2D

Saturday, August 6, 2011

Reconstruction from single 40fs pulse, 1E12 ph,  1.8  kV X-rays on one virus. 

SINGLE-PARTICLE IMAGING OF A VIRUS AT THE LCLS X-RAY LASER 

ResoluBon(30(nm(~((300((size)/10((fringes)((

"A(crystal(is(a(protein(graveyard"(
Get(1E6(photons/pulse(from(1(virus(
<1(ph/pulse(at(1nm(resoluBon(

icosahedron(has(2,3,5Pfold(axes(
giving(2,(6,(10(Freidel(symm(in(projecBon.( Janus(Hajdu(



Milestones(
(

5.(2D(Xtals.(
(

6.(New(phasing(methods.(



  A new solution to phase problem – ab initio 
  Image nucleation and xtal growth ?.    Fast MAD/SAD 

     

Photosystem I nanocrystals at  2 kV (6.9 Ang wavelength). 
Single Shot  (1012 photons incident).   

Streak due to jet 

Shape-transform 
fringes 

Every nanoxtal is in a  
different (random) orientation. 

Front Back 

Phasing by shape transforms 
- Does not need atomic res. 
- No chemical mods to sample 
- Ab initio, PDB not used, 
"a new measurement" 
 
Fast SAD also possible ? 

19(periods(along(g(

g(

Is(each(nanoxtal(a(different(
conformaBon(?(

See(Spence(et(al(OpBcs(Express,(2011(

To(phase,("divide(out"(parBcle(
size(distribuBon.(

XFEL(beam(

We(have(seen(xtals(as(small(as(6(unit(cells(on(side.(



Improved(sample(delivery(devices(



GPCR(in(viscous(LCP(at(300(picoliters(per(minute.((LCLS(at((1(Hz.((9.4(kV((7%(
50(microliters(total(used((((((((((((((((((((((((Adenosine(A2A(((

Feb(2012(

Slow$LCP$"toothpaste"$jet$wastes$less$protein,$good$for$GPCRs(

Vadim(Cherezov,(Ray(Stevens,(Bob(Stroud.(((High(rep(rate(of(NGLS(helps(

a(carat(weight(of(protein(crystal(is(12,000(
Bmes(more(expensive(than(a(carat(of(diamond(

See(Johansson….Neutze(Nature(Methods(9,(265(for(
B.(Viridis(RC(in(lipidic(sponge(phase(at(LCLS(

OpBmize(
conc,(rep(rate,(
viscosity,(
parBcle(size,(
jet(size,(
for(each(
sample.(
(
V(=(F/A(
AV(=(const.(

Uwe(Weierstall(



The(dualPbore(mixing(jet,(with(gas(focusing(.(Doniac/Pandy.(Enzyme(chemistry(

Dingjie(Wang.(June(2011(

New hydrated bioparticle injectors being developed at ASU 

Wang 
Doak 
Weierstall 
Spence 
Pollack 
Segei Pletnev 
 

"Snapshot(chemistry"(–(watch(molecules(react.(

XPrays(

Red(Fluor(
protein(RFP.(
cisPtrans(due(
to(pH.(



AllPPDMS(nozzle((movie).((Nov(6(((2012.(Prelim.(
Garret(Nelson.(
Liquid(supplied(in(50x50(micron(square("capillary"(
produces(25(micron(diam(jet.(
Final(version(will(make(5(micron(jet.(

Liquid(

Gas(

Jet(

Gas(

Gas(

Gas(

Liquid(
Jet(FabricaBon(of(injecBon(

nozzles(by(lithography(



�Snapshot SAXS� 
* Extracting an image of one particle 
   using the scattering from many copies in soln* 
 

* If particles are frozen in space or time, the normally isotropic 
WAXS pattern becomes 2D 

 

* Hit rate 100% !  No orientation determination ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*identical and randomly oriented.  By summing the angular correlation functions we 

unscramble the orientational disorder. 

q( q�(
ΔΦ(

I(q,φj)(
I(q�,φj+Δφ)(

  

C2 (q,q' ,Δφ ) = I'(q,φ) I'(q ',φ + Δφ )
φ



Angular 
Autocorrelation 
Function 

Angular 
Autocorrelation 
Function 

Angular 
Autocorrelation 
Function of  
ONE partilce 

For identical, randomly oriented particles frozen in space or time we can 
reconstruct an image of one particle, using the scattering from many… 
Kam's method unscrambles orientational disorder, ab-initio, without modelling. 

FT FT FT, phasing 

+ +  ……..        = 

FT, phasing 

Kam, 1978 ;  Saldin, Spence, Kirian PRL 2011,  Phys Rev B81, 174175  (2010) 
Starodub et al 2011.     

Image of 
ONE gold 
rod !! 

Many identical gold 
rods. 

No �SAXS� 
modelling ! 



!

!

Figure'4.!

(((
PlasBc(Dumbells(

Theoryl( Experiment(

PaTern(for(one(dumbell(reconstructed(from(angular(correlaBons(of(many(paTerns,((
Each(diffracBon(paTern(comes(from(one(parBcle(per(shot(in(soluBon.(
(
Two(angles(required(
to(define(orientaBon.(
(unlike(god(rods(with(one).(

Hit(rate(is(100%(!!!!(

For(proteins((with(modelling)(
P(Neutze,(BmePresolved(WAX(of(B.(Viridis(
P(Doniac,((BmePresolved(WAX(of(enzyme.(( Starodub,(Bogan(et(al((2012(



Bragg(realised,(if(the(reflecBon(was(specular,(
(polychromaBc(rays(in(a(cone(would(be(focussed(
verBcally,(but(not(horizontally.(A*stack*of**
half<silvered*mirrors;*specular*and**λ*selecGve.(
Since(specular,(incident(angle(defines(scaTering(angle.(
(((2(d(sin(θ((=(n(λ.((((((((A(wavelengthPfiltering(mirror.(

Some*History*–((
1912((Waves(or(channelling(parBcles(?((Xtal(structure(?(Wavelength(?(3D(or(2D(?(PolychromaBc(?(

Friederich,(Knipping(&(Laue((June(1912)(–(Spots((20(hrs),(wrong(la}ce,(4 λ frm(sample(inner(shell*(

Lα(Lβ(Lγ'

002( 004(
006(

F.C.C.((

All(became(clear(in(Leeds(with(his(dad's(
"opBcal"(spectrometer**(where(orders(
split(into(L(line(components.(Pope,(Barlow(
helped(on(structure.(

From(his(opBcs(lectures(with(Wilson,(Bragg,(aged(22,((used(the(expression(for(opBcal(interference(
(from(a(thin(film(as(the(model(for(Bragg's(Law.(But(this(gives(colors(with(polychromaBc(radiaBon.(
3D(diffracBon(does(not.(Uncertainty(principle,(intensity(analysis(of(Ewald(and(Darwin.(

**Preserves(specular(condiBon(

Bragg(senior("If(one(supposed(XPrays(to(be(waves,(it(would(be(as(if(a(plank,(dropped(from(a(
height(of(100(Y(into(the(sea,(were(to(cause(far(away(another(plank(to(be(jerked(100(Y(up(!"(

*Barkla((1905)(
Modern(meaning(of(Laue(and(Bragg(cases.(



Summary (
*XPray(snapshots,(without(damage,(at(atomic(resoluBon.((Short(pulses,(instead(of(
freezing(allows(RT(work,(hence(dynamics,((with((x100(dose(!(
(
*Serial(Crystallography(solves(nanoxtals((eg(grown(in(cells).(More(perfect.(
(

*(Correlated(fluctuaBons(in(snapPshot(SAXS(give(abPiniBo(inversion.(One(from(many.(
(

*"OnPdemand",("Toothpaste"((LCP,(Sponge)(injectors(improve(hit(rate,(less(protein.(
(

*(New(spurBng(mode(combined(with(electrostaBc(size(sorter((A.(Ros)(saves(protein.(
(

*Both(snapshot(SAD(and("Shape(Transforms"(will(be(tested(soon(for(phasing.(
(

*(2D(xtals,(not(otherwise(possible,(have(given(8(Ang((Frank,(Evans,(Hunter…)(

For*a*review,*see((Spence,(Weierstall(and(Chapman,(Rep(Prog(Phys,(75,(102601(((2012).(

Conclude:*Many(exciBng(possibiliBes(remain(in(fSAX,(staBc,(BmePresolved,((
single(parBcle,(2D(xtals,(and(nanoxtal((serial(crystallography(.((
(((((((((((((((((((Amount(of(protein(needed(will(be(greatly(reduced.(
(((((((((((((((((((Single(parBcle(injecBon,(parBcle(homogeneity(are(challenging.(



The End 
   With thanks for many collaborators from CFEL, MPI, ASU,SLAC, Uppsala. 
 

(
"The(passage(of(Bme,(the(advancing("now",(converts(a(wavy(future(into(a(parBcle(past".(((L.(Bragg.(

"The(muse(of(science(flees(from(the(busy(man..(
(The(fatal(enemy(of(research(is(a(full(engagement(book".((((L.(Bragg(
"A(busy(life(is(wasted"(:(Senaca(
All(that(is(needed(for(a(happy(life(is(a(project(one(is(enthusiasBc(about.(


